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Natural Product Discovery Relevance

Parasitic Microbiomes are Sources of
Natural Products

We target bacteria found in the microbiomes of the
parasites involved in tripartite (bacteria – parasite- host)
interactions. These microbiomes are targeted because
tripartite interactions can induce the production of
natural products to protect the host and the parasite.
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Bioassay Screening for Drug Leads

There is currently a large concern in the scientific and health fields
regarding the growth of bacterial antibiotic resistance.2 Our research
addresses this issue by utilizing our coastal location to investigate the
unique bacterial microbiomes in marine parasites of fish and shellfish.
counterparts – specifically
Using a combination of biology and chemistry-based approaches we
are isolating and scaling up strains of bacteria from these
environments, extracting the compounds of interest, and sending
these extracts to collaborators for bioassay screening. Our extracts are
screened for antibiotic and anticancer activity.

Tripartite interactions can lead to the production of natural products that exhibit the following properties: antibiotic, antifungal,
antiviral, cytotoxic, and anticoagulant.

Aliquots of the fractions are made and sent off to our
collaborators for bioassay screening.

Creating a Bacterial Extract Library
Harvesting and Isolation

Graduate students harvested bacteria from various
environments, and isolated pure colonies. The isolates were
scaled up to liquid cultures.
Some extracts were isolated
from a trematode that
infects the gills of North
Carolina’s
bay
scallops
(Argopecten irradians).

We also have extracts
isolated from isopods
that infect gar fish
(Lepisosteus osseus).

Natural product research
provides a vast amount of lead
compounds to be used for new
drug development. 1
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Cancer drug lead screening

Antibiotic drug lead screening
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Erythromycin, an antibiotic
drug discovered as a
natural product.

Step 4: Extract cells
and resin using
methanol
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Our goal is the
discovery of lead
compounds to
fuel the drug
development
pipeline.
Resin in liquid culture

To test for antibiotic activity
liquid fractions are added to
disks and placed in culture
plates containing bacteria.
Halo formation

Antibiotic activity
Anticancer activity
Fractions that exhibit activity will be further purified
and resubmitted for additional screening.
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Extraction and Fractionation
HP-20 resin is added to
the liquid cultures. The
added resin plus the
bacterial cells are filtered
away from the media.
The organic compounds
are extracted using
aqueous methanol.

The extracts are
fractionated using HLB
(Hydrophilic-Lipophilic –
Balanced) columns to
remove the extreme
polar and non-polar
components.
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